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Batter up! Teach your players the art of precision hitting with Coaching the Little League® Hitter

As the legendary Ted Williams once said, hitting is "the most difficult feat in all sports." But with practice, practice, practice and the help of Coaching the Little League® Hitter, you can guide your Little League players toward hitting hard line drives every at-bat!

You don't become a .300 hitter without good fundamentals, correct mechanics, strike-zone discipline, and a lot of repetition. Coaching the Little League® Hitter provides a ten-step approach for mastering the art and science of hitting. By following the step-by-step approach laid out in this book, your players will learn the proper techniques of hitting.

Featuring advice and insight in every chapter from minor league batting instructor Steve Braun, Coaching the Little League® Hitter presents the ten most important and fundamental concepts that hitters should master, including:

	Ways to incorporate the proper hitting fundamentals with your players' own distinct batting styles  
	Ways to eliminate "happy feet" inside the box  
	Tips for loading up and increasing bat-head speed  
	How to make the stealth stride and stay under control  
	How to maintain balance while generating power  
	Tips for taking a positive mental approach  


Fully approved by Little League® Baseball Inc., the definitive name in youth league baseball, and illustrated throughout with more than 100 photographs, Coaching the Little League® Hitter is guaranteed to help young baseball players learn how to hit to the best of their abilities.

John Monteleone is the author and editor of several sports books, including The Little League Guide to Correcting the 25 Most Common Mistakes, The Louisville Slugger Ultimate Book of Hitting, The Louisville Slugger Complete Book of Hitting Faults and Fixes, and A Day in the Life of Major League Baseball Player. Monteleone is a former professional and college player, college coach, and an American Legion baseball coach.
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Maximum Security (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2001
Maximum Security, Third Edition provides comprehensive, platform-by-platform coverage of security issues and includes clear, to the point descriptions of the most common techniques hackers use to penetrate systems. In one book, security managers and others interested in computer and network security can learn everything the hackers already know,...
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The Quantum Mechanics of Minds and WorldsOxford University Press, 2001
The book is at its best when it is distinguishing between the various versions of the Everett interpretation, and would certainly be useful to anyone who whishes to pursue Everett's approach.  Barrett wisely separates out what can be reasonably ascribed to Everett, and what work remains to turn Everetts writings into a complete interpretation....
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Analysis of Algorithms : An Active Learning ApproachJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2001
The goal of Analysis of Algorithms is to raise awareness of the effect that algorithms have on the efficiency of a program and to develop the necessary skills to analyze general algorithms used in programs.  The text presents the material with the expectation that it can be used with active and cooperative learning methodology, based on the premise...
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Programming Computer Vision with Python: Tools and algorithms for analyzing imagesO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Today, images and video are everywhere. Online photo-sharing sites and social networks
	
		have them in the billions. Search engines will produce images of just about any
	
		conceivable query. Practically all phones and computers come with built-in cameras.
	
		It is not uncommon for people to have many gigabytes of photos and...
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Broadband Telecommunications HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Get the edge in telecommunications.
 The telecommunications industry doesn¿t stand still. Neither should you. To gain a solid overview of this fast-breaking field--one that can really benefit your work every day--no reference but the Broadband Telecommunications Handbook will do.     

 In this one-of-a-kind volume, renowned...
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Postfix (Other Sams)Sams Publishing, 2001
Networking guide to the Postfix Mail Transfer software package, showing how to configure Postfix for specific tasks, how to use external databases with Postfix, and how to migrate from Sendmail. Also explains e-mail protocols, setting up Postfix as an ISP or office mail server, and using list servers and Web mail interfaces with Postfix. Softcover....
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